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Abstract

Online health communities (OHCs) provide an essential

platform for patients with similar health conditions to share

experiences and offer moral support. However, many time-

sensitive questions from patients often remain unanswered

due to the multitude of threads and the random nature of

patient visits in OHCs. Traditional recommendation sys-

tems solely based on similarity for recommendations cannot

be directly applied in OHCs. They tend to overlook the

influence of patients’ dynamically changing features (e.g.,

health stages), affecting their ability to provide meaningful

responses to questions. To address this, we propose a novel

recommender system scenario designed for OHCs, which dif-

fers from traditional recommender systems in several ways.

Firstly, it’s challenging to model the social support factors

that form helper-seeker links in OHCs. Secondly, the im-

pact of patients’ historical activities is complex to quantify.

Lastly, ensuring recommended helpers have the requisite ex-

pertise is crucial. To overcome these challenges, we develop

a Monotonically regularIzed diseNTangled Variational Au-

toencoders (MINT) model. This model formulates interac-

tions between seekers and helpers as a dynamic graph, using

encoded historical activities as node features. We also in-

troduce a graph-based disentangle VAE to capture patient

features and a monotonic regularizer to ensure the logical

pairing of seekers and helpers. Our extensive experiments

show the effectiveness of our approach.

1 Introduction

Online health communities (OHCs) have emerged as a
growing platform for patients and their families to ac-
quire knowledge about illnesses, facilitate the exchange
of information and experiences, and connect with indi-
viduals who have undergone similar health challenges
[17]. Unlike general online communities, OHCs can
take diverse forms, including blogs, forums, and so-
cial media platforms [22], enabling patients to engage
in various forms of asynchronous social communication.
Within OHCs, patients have access to various discus-
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Figure 1: The dynamic activities of patients in OHCs.
Patient A went through more health stages and visited
more threads that would help Patient B and Patient C
answer their questions on corresponding threads.

sion threads (e.g., During Surgery and During Chemo
in Fig. 1) where they can seek advice on illness-related
questions or help others by sharing their own experi-
ences and emotions. However, due to the asynchronous
nature of OHCs and the randomness of patient visits,
there is often a long waiting time for many questions
to be answered. To enhance communication efficiency
and effectiveness within OHCs, it is crucial to develop
a recommender system that can connect patients seek-
ing urgent health-related advice (i.e., solution seekers)
with experienced patients or healthcare providers (i.e.,
problem helpers).

Most existing recommendation algorithms [10, 20]
have made success in modeling collaborative filtering
relationships between users and items. However, recom-
mending appropriate problem helpers to solution seek-
ers requires capturing the affinity between users and
their health stages, as well as their interactions with
visited threads. These aspects go beyond what classical
user-item algorithms can effectively capture. Another
research avenue [5,12,18] is primarily focused on recom-
mending friends within social networks. By leveraging
existing social relationships, these approaches frame the
recommendation problem as a link prediction task. For
instance, researchers [21] propose to model the users’
historical interests and build implicit relationships by
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computing the similarity for friendship recommenda-
tions. However, the helper recommendation task in
OHCs cannot be adequately addressed as a simple link
prediction problem, as a more intricate logical rela-
tionship exists between solution seekers and problem
helpers. Specifically, recommended helpers in OHCs
must possess specific experience with the relevant illness
to effectively respond to the queries posed by seekers.
Consequently, the helper recommendation task cannot
be satisfactorily solved solely by the conventional link
prediction problem. A more intricate logical relation-
ship exists, where the suitability of a helper to address
a seeker’s questions depends on their particular experi-
ence. For instance, as depicted in Fig. 1, even though
both patient B and patient C have previously visited
the thread Just Diagnosed before and may appear simi-
lar, patient B can not adequately address the questions
posed by patient C in the thread To do list for Surgery.

Given the distinctive recommendation scenario in
OHCs, the straightforward adaptation of existing rec-
ommendation algorithms to pair “problem helpers”
with “solution seekers” faces several significant obsta-
cles. 1). Difficulty in modeling the implicit interac-
tion between problem helpers and solution seekers due
to heterogeneous factors. Unlike traditional user-item
recommender systems, the interactions between prob-
lem helpers and solution seekers in OHCs are influenced
by diverse and heterogeneous factors, including histori-
cal activities and experienced health stages. These fac-
tors intricately shape the nature of patient interactions,
making the modeling of social support within OHCs a
complex task. 2). Difficulty in distinguishing the influ-
ence of historical activities in OHCs to comprehensively
characterize patients. Patients tend to have a combina-
tion of static and evolving features, encompassing inher-
ent knowledge about their illness as well as dynamically
acquired knowledge through their interactions with var-
ious threads over time. Properly discerning the im-
pact of historical activities is crucial for comprehensive
patient characterization, as it necessitates considering
both time-invariant and time-varying features. How-
ever, disentangling these features during the modeling
process poses a significant challenge. 3). Difficulties
in ensuring the competence of predicted helpers in ad-
dressing seekers’ questions. In OHCs, relying solely on
similarity measures between patients is inadequate for
accurate seeker-helper recommendations, as there exist
logical seniority orders [23] as Fig. 1 shows. The exist-
ing recommendation algorithms are currently unable to
incorporate such logical seniority in a straightforward
manner. Additionally, employing a simple filter based
on primary patients is suboptimal for an end-to-end sys-
tem, as different patients possess varying levels of exper-

tise, making it time-consuming to filter for each seeker
before making recommendations.

To cope with these challenges, we develop
a novel approach called Monotonically regularIzed
diseNTangled VAE (MINT) for the recommendation
of problem helpers to solution seekers in OHCs. MINT
is specifically designed to overcome the identified ob-
stacles by incorporating three key components. Specifi-
cally, we formulate the interactions between seekers and
helpers as a dynamic graph to deal with the first chal-
lenge and consider the modeled historical information
as patient node features. To tackle the second chal-
lenge, we propose graph-based Disentangled VAE to
learn time-varying and time-invariant features. Lastly,
to solve the third challenge, we design a monotonic reg-
ularization to enforce the correspondence between time-
varying features and the senior level and leverage a se-
nior constraint to guarantee the senior logic between
seekers and predicted helpers.

• A novel framework to model the social support
between patients based on a dynamic graph.
This graph-based representation allows us to capture
the complex and heterogeneous nature of social sup-
port in OHCs, with the modeled historical informa-
tion serving as essential patient node features.

• A graph-based Disentangled VAE to charac-
terize the time-invariant and time-varying fea-
tures. This disentanglement facilitates a comprehen-
sive understanding of patients’ features, capturing the
dynamic evolution of their knowledge while preserv-
ing the stable aspects of their expertise.

• A monotonic regularizer and a seniority level
constraint to guarantee the logic between seek-
ers and predicted helpers. The monotonic regu-
larizer enables learned time-varying features to mono-
tonically correlate with user’s seniority. The seniority
constraint guarantees the recommended helpers pos-
sess the sufficient expertise to assist seekers.

• Extensive experiments to validate the effec-
tiveness of MINT. The results show the superiority
of our proposed model over the comparison methods
by 17% and 9% on the two real-world datasets.

2 Related work

Recommender System based graph. Graph Neu-
ral Networks (GNNs) offer a promising solution by ef-
fectively leveraging the underlying graph structure of
the user-item interactions, which have been widely em-
ployed in recommender systems. GNNs can be applied
not only in static recommendation scenarios [10,24] but
also in sequential scenarios to capture the temporal dy-
namics of user preferences and item interactions. By
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representing users and items as nodes in a graph and
the sequential interactions as edges in the graph, GNN
layers can learn the temporal dependencies and evolu-
tion of the nodes [3, 6, 28, 29]. This enables the model
to effectively capture the evolution of user preferences
and transitions between items. Furthermore, in order
to learn different factors that influence user-item in-
teractions, disentangled graph methods are proposed.
They combine the principles of collaborative filtering,
which utilizes user-item interactions, with disentangle-
ment learning, which aims to disentangle underlying fac-
tors of variations in the data [25]. Zheng et al. propose
CLSR to improve recommendations by understanding
both short-term and long-term user interests [31]. How-
ever, only considering static user profiles is inadequate
for directly modeling the dynamic accumulation of ex-
periences in their anti-cancer process. Therefore, it is
not suitable for recommendations in OHCs.

Instead of recommending specific products or items,
friend recommendations, also known as social recom-
mendations is another important aspect in the realm of
online social media, as highlighted by [5, 12, 18]. The
intricate information embedded in social networks can
be harnessed to enhance the learning process by con-
sidering the social effects among users. This type of
recommendation can enhance social interactions, fos-
ter community engagement, and expand users’ social
circles. Although the method proposed in [21] using
graph-based method models user interests or features to
compute user similarity for matching purposes, they are
not applicable to seeker-helper recommendation scenar-
ios as they neglect to incorporate logical seniority orders
among patients.
Online Health Communities: Online health com-
munities (OHCs) can naturally be formed as a het-
erogeneous network of user, patient, and discussion
threads [13, 14], which have offered platforms for ac-
quiring health-related information. There are various
OHCs related to different diseases [1, 2, 16], and a sub-
stantial number of patients seeking healthcare assis-
tance. To enhance the service provided to patients,
several approaches have been developed to mine and
analyze patients’ activities within OHCs. [4] focus on
capturing patients’ sentiments expressed in their dis-
cussions to identify reliable medical knowledge. In or-
der to further aid healthcare organizations in support-
ing patients, Gao et al. [7, 8] propose to infer patients’
health stages based on their online activities. In [23],
helpers in OHCs tend to possess more specialized ex-
pertise compared to seekers and propose explicitly as-
sessing their level of expertise. Despite its significance,
few methods have addressed the problem of recommen-
dation within OHCs. Recently, health-related recom-
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…

ZA,T
<latexit sha1_base64="EGxPgE+amvyM+BzgccZeFZAMAmM=">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</latexit>

<
<latexit sha1_base64="fB7bXmfBdjLwJddrfo0evHUpkBg=">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</latexit>

ZB,T
<latexit sha1_base64="mRiAjavwIfOcM3brXNId2pWsx1c=">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</latexit>

ZC,T
<latexit sha1_base64="b9xH1Detusdkj0OF5xO74yAaaUU=">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</latexit>

XC
<latexit sha1_base64="tu6vPVA4CKTUVDFcqt0PF2z1RrI=">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</latexit>

XA
<latexit sha1_base64="sx7Lzi0jmE7Ym0l6XsW+Om57MFY=">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</latexit>

XB
<latexit sha1_base64="x//ZfhAjLJC9pLy5SvYS2kfY81o=">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</latexit>

XA
<latexit sha1_base64="sx7Lzi0jmE7Ym0l6XsW+Om57MFY=">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</latexit>

⇤<latexit sha1_base64="cUNqWkioiZKjoifx/1yOQeG3wyY=">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</latexit>

⇤<latexit sha1_base64="cUNqWkioiZKjoifx/1yOQeG3wyY=">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</latexit>

=<latexit sha1_base64="wgNCD4zZEG98qqzLUpCCIT+7eig=">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</latexit>

=<latexit sha1_base64="wgNCD4zZEG98qqzLUpCCIT+7eig=">AAACxHicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVZIq6EYoCuKyBdsKtUgyndbQvJhMhFL0B9zqt4l/oH/hnXEKahGdkOTMufecmXuvn4ZBJh3ntWDNzS8sLhWXSyura+sb5c2tdpbkgvEWS8JEXPlexsMg5i0ZyJBfpYJ7kR/yjj86U/HOHRdZkMSXcpzyXuQN42AQME8S1Ty5KVecqqOXPQtcAyowq5GUX3CNPhIw5IjAEUMSDuEho6cLFw5S4nqYECcIBTrOcY8SaXPK4pThETui75B2XcPGtFeemVYzOiWkV5DSxh5pEsoThNVpto7n2lmxv3lPtKe625j+vvGKiJW4JfYv3TTzvzpVi8QAx7qGgGpKNaOqY8Yl111RN7e/VCXJISVO4T7FBWGmldM+21qT6dpVbz0df9OZilV7ZnJzvKtb0oDdn+OcBe1a1T2o1pqHlfqpGXURO9jFPs3zCHVcoIGW9n7EE56tcyu0Miv/TLUKRrONb8t6+ADgO49G</latexit>

?
<latexit sha1_base64="O0t6EGbbanTebDhtf3GHot0BvEo=">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</latexit>

?
<latexit sha1_base64="O0t6EGbbanTebDhtf3GHot0BvEo=">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</latexit>

(d) BPR loss with logical constraint

Encoder

Z1:T
<latexit sha1_base64="qf4EFp+8AhJtZ00Cgmo0NeYl+zg=">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</latexit>X<latexit sha1_base64="mhzap5cFduhYMv+OeXYYHgEhwlY=">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</latexit>

Decoder

U1:T
<latexit sha1_base64="nNNuSh4tZsq9XTxvd2XjXcHhukk=">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</latexit>

U1:T
<latexit sha1_base64="nNNuSh4tZsq9XTxvd2XjXcHhukk=">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</latexit>

(a) Dynamic graph

ZA,T
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Figure 2: Overall Framework. (a) represents the
dynamic graph that captures the interactions between
patients. Nodes denote the patients; edge denotes the
helper answering the questions on particular threads
at some time. (b) shows the modeling process of
the historical activities of patients to obtain time-
invariant and time-varying features. (c) depicts the
monotonic regularizer and seniority level constraint to
guarantee the logical seniority orders. (d) shows the
recommendation under logical constraint

mender systems have widely emerged to assist patients.
A recent approach [27] models patients’ health histories,
interests, and needs to recommend suitable threads to
patients. Aiming to suggest doctors to patients who
are best suited to provide relevant and suitable answers
to their inquiries, Liu et al. [15] develope a health rec-
ommender system by leveraging doctors’ profiles and
analyzing their past conversations. However, they fail
to consider the social support network among patients,
which is often broader in scope, more abundant, adapt-
able, and accessible than the support offered by health-
care professionals. It helps individuals share their expe-
riences anytime and anywhere.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Problem Formulation To model the unique
communication dynamics among patients in OHCs, we
introduce a dynamic social support graph denoted as
G = {G1, · · · , GT }. Each snapshot graph Gt = (Ut, Et)
captures the interactions between patients up to time t,
as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Here, Ut represents the set
of nodes (i.e., patients), Et denotes the edges formed
when helpers respond to questions posed by seekers
on specific threads at time t, and Et ⊆ Ut × Ut. S
denotes the set of seeker-helper pairs. The interac-
tions between patients are significantly influenced by
heterogeneous historical activities within OHCs, such
as the threads they have visited and their experienced
health stages. Upon gaining experience, she would ac-
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quire the ability to assist patients B and C in resolv-
ing their issues. To capture the influence of historical
activities on patient interactions, we incorporate them
as node features ut at each time point t. Specifically,
we denote the ordered thread sequences that patients
have visited as v1:T = (v1, · · · , vt, · · · , vT ), and the
health stage sequences that patients have gone through
as h1:T = (h1, · · · , ht, · · · , hT ). For instance, as de-
picted in Fig. 1, patient A visited the thread Diagnosed,
when she was in the health stage Just Diagnosed. And
when she progressed to the health stage Chemother-
apy, she developed an interest in the thread Intrathecal
chemo. The embeddings of the thread sequences and
health stage sequences can be represented as v1:T =
(v1, · · · ,vt, · · · ,vT ) and h1:T = (h1, · · · ,ht, · · · ,hT ),
respectively. Here, vt ∈ R1×Dv denotes the embed-
ding of the thread visited by patients at time t, and
ht ∈ R1×Dh represents the embedding of the health
stage experienced by patients at time t. The dimen-
sions of the thread and health stage embeddings are
denoted as Dv and Dh, correspondingly. Thus, at each
time t, the embeddings of patient nodes can be com-
puted as ut = concat[vt,ht], where ut ∈ Rm×(Dv+Dh).
The patient node embedding sequence is denoted as
u1:T = (u1, · · · ,ut, · · · ,uT ), which records the ordered
historical activities of patients. In addition, we assign a
quantitative value to represent the seniority of the pa-
tient at time t, which means the patient’s knowledge
and experience of the disease, expressed as st ∈ R for
the seniority levels of seekers and ot ∈ R for the seniority
levels of helpers at time t. This value can be calculated
based on factors such as the number of threads visited,
the number of health stages experienced, and the dura-
tion of their presence on OHCs. Similarly, we can obtain
a sequence of seniority level s1:T = (s1, . . . , st, . . . , sT )
and o1:T = (o1, . . . , ot, . . . , oT ) for different time.

Given the visited thread sequence v1:T , health stage
sequence h1:T , senior level sequence s1:T , and the social
support dynamic graph G, the objective is to recom-
mend suitable helpers for addressing seekers’ questions.
However, this problem poses significant challenges that
make it highly complex to tackle: 1). Difficulty in mod-
eling the interactions between problem helpers and solu-
tion seekers due to heterogeneous reasons. 2). Difficulty
in differentiating the time-invariant and time-varying in-
fluence of historical information v1:t, h1:T , and s1:T . 3).
Difficulty in guaranteeing the logical seniority orders be-
tween predicted helpers and seekers.

3.2 The Objective of seeker-helper modeling
To tackle the first challenge, we introduce a framework
based on graph G that models patient relationships.
Node features U record patients’ historical activities,

while edges E represent their participation in shared
threads as either seekers or helpers, as depicted in Fig.
2(a). For the second challenge, we employ a graph-
based Disentangled VAE to capture both time-invariant
and time-varying patient features by using historical
thread sequences v1:t and health stage sequences h1:T ,
as shown in Fig. 2(b). To address the third challenge,
we introduce a monotonic regularizer to ensure that
the patient’s time-varying feature z1:T aligns with their
seniority level s1:T . A seniority level constraint is
applied to these time-varying features to characterize
the roles of helper and seeker, detailed in Fig. 2(c-d).

To effectively train our comprehensive model, we
aim to maximize the evidence lower bound (ELBO) loss
of the graph-based Disentangled VAE, denoted as Ldis

(refer to Eq.(3.2)), which enables the learning of both
time-varying and time-invariant features. In order to
capture the stability of time-varying features over short
time periods, we incorporate a smoothness constraint,
denoted as Lsmo (refer to Eq.(3.3)), which minimizes
the L2 distances between embeddings of adjacent time
steps. In addition to minimizing the Bayesian Person-
alized Ranking (BPR-loss) Lbpr (detailed in Eq.(3.4)),
which is computed based on the time-invariant features
of patients, we minimize a monotonic regularization
Lreg (detailed in Eq.(3.5)) to enforce the time-varying
features to have monotonic relation with seniority level.
Moreover, in order to guarantee that the recommended
helpers can have the ability to solve the seekers’ prob-
lems, a seniority-level constraint is introduced. The
overall objective function is shown as follows:

min
Θ

L = αLdis + γLsmo + λLbpr + βLreg,(3.1)

s.t., st < ot, t ∈ [1 : T ]

where α, γ, λ, β are non-negative trade-off weights
for each corresponding components. These weights
determine the relative contribution of each component
to the overall optimization process. Θ is the set of all
parameters that need to be optimized in the objective
function Eq. (3.1).

3.3 Graph-based disentangled variational au-
toencoder The graph-based disentangled variational
autoencoder (VAE) model [30] is designed to char-
acterize patients based on their visited threads and
experienced health stages, as well as the social sup-
port graph. In this model, we assume that the se-
quence of patient node embeddings, denoted as u1:T =
(u1, · · · ,ut, · · · ,uT ), is generated from a latent variable
x that can be factorized into two disentangled variables:
the time-invariant features x (representing patients’ in-
trinsic knowledge) and the time-varying features z1:T
(representing patients’ state after visiting threads at
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different time points). The prior distribution of the
time-invariant features x is defined as a standard Gaus-
sian distribution: x ∼ N (0, 1). The time-varying fea-
tures z1:T follow a sequential prior, where zt|z<t ∼
N (µt,diag(σ

2
t )). Here, [µt,diag(σ

2
t )] = fθ(z<t), and µt

and diag(σ2
t ) are the parameters of the prior distribu-

tion conditioned on all previous time-varying features
z<t. The model parameter θ can be parameterized as
a recurrent network, such as LSTM or GRU, where the
hidden state is updated over time. We define the gen-
erating distribution of patient features conditioned on
the time-invariant features x and time-varying features
zt as follows:

p(u1:T , z1:T ,x, G1:T ) = p(x)

T∏
t=1

p (ut | x, zt, Gt) p(zt|z<t)

ut|zt,x, Gt ∼ N (µu,t,diag(σ
2
u,t))

where [µu,t,diag(σ
2
u,t)] = gϕ(zt,x|Gt). During the infer-

ence process, the graph-based Variational Autoencoder
employs variational inference to approximate the pos-
terior distributions. Specifically, we approximate the
posterior distributions as follows:
x|GT ∼ N

(
µx,diag

(
σ2
x

))
, zt ∼ N

(
µt,diag

(
σ2
t

))
[µx,diag(σ

2
x)] = hδ(u1:T ), [µu,t,diag(σ

2
u,t)] = hη(u≤t).

δ and η correspond to the recurrent encoder functions hδ

and hη for computing the approximated posterior dis-
tributions, respectively. Specifically, the time-invariant
features are conditioned on the entire sequence and en-
coded using hδ, whereas the time-varying features are
inferred using hη and conditioned only on previous time
points. Thus, our inference model can be factorized as:

q (z1:T ,x | u1:T , G1:T ) = q (x | u1:T , G1:T )

T∏
t=1

q (zt | u≤t)

The loss of graph-based disentangled VAE in (3.1) is a
timestep-wise negative variational lower bound:
(3.2)

Ldis = Eq(z1:T ,x|u1:T ,G1:T )

[
−
∑T

t=1
log p (ut | zt,x, Gt)

]
+KL (q (x | u1:T , G1:T ) ∥p (x | G1:T ))

+
∑T

t=1
KL (q (zt | u≤t) ∥p (zt∥p (zt | z<t))

Additionally, the smoothing constraint in Equation
(3.1) can be written as follows:
(3.3) Lsmo = ∥zt − zt−1∥22
We capture the interactions between patients in terms
of question-answering dynamics within the social sup-
port graph. The adjacency matrix of the social support
graph is defined as follows:

AT =

(
0 RT

RT
T 0

)

where the interaction matrix RT ∈ Rm×m represents
the connections between patients within the social sup-
port graph. Each entry of R is assigned a value of
1 if there is an interaction between the correspond-
ing pair of patients, otherwise, it is 0. To initialize
the patient nodes on the graph, we use the obtained
time-invariant features x as the embeddings for the 0-
th layer, denoted as e(0) = x. Subsequently, the pa-
tient embeddings at the l-th layer can be expressed as:

e(l) =
(
D− 1

2AD− 1
2

)
e(l−1) , where D− 1

2AD− 1
2 is used

to compute the symmetrically normalized matrix. D
represents a 2m × 2m degree matrix. Each entry Dii

in D corresponds to the number of nonzero entries in
the i-th row vector of the adjacency matrix A. As a
result, the final time-invariant features of patients can
be represented as: e = 1

L

∑l=L
l=0 e(l).

3.4 Recommending under logical seniority or-
ders The learned patient embeddings e capture both
the intrinsic time-invariant information and collabo-
rative signals. To differentiate between seekers and
helpers, we utilize ep ∈ Ra×Dp and eq ∈ Rb×Dq , where
a ≤ m, b ≤ m, Dp, and Dq represent the dimensionality
of the time-invariant features. Moreover, the roles of
seekers and helpers are determined by their activities,
specifically whether they answer or ask questions on the
threads within OHCs. The BPR-loss in Eq. (3.1) can
be expressed as:
(3.4) Lbpr = −

∑
(a,+,−)∈S

lnσ (r̂a,+ − r̂a,−)

where r̂a,+ = e
(a)
p e

(+)
q

T
calculates the similarity score

between a seeker and a positive sampled helper, r̂a,− =

e
(a)
p e

(−)
q

T
computes the similarity between seekers and

negatively sampled patients. However, while the BPR-
loss can learn the similarities between seekers and
helpers, it does not guarantee that the recommended
helpers possess sufficient experience to assist the seek-
ers. In order to address this, we introduce a mono-
tonic regularizer to enforce a monotonic correlation be-
tween the time-varying features zt and the seniority
level. To derive the regularizer, we refer to the stan-
dard definition of monotonicity [19]: if f(x) ≥ f(y),
then x ≥ y, where x and y represent any latent vari-
ables. However, directly computing such a non-linear
relationship is challenging. Instead, we penalize the fol-
lowing term in the objective as an equivalent formula-
tion: max (0,− (f(x)− f(y)) · (x− y)). Take seekers as
an example, in our specific context, the monotonic cor-
relation is implemented through the regularizer term
Lreg, which is defined as:

(3.5) Lreg =
∑n

i
ReLU[(st − st−1) ∗ ([zt−1]i − [zt]i)]

where n represents the embedding size of time-varying
features and i denotes each entry of the embeddings,
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ReLU [9] is the activation function. For helpers, s
can be replaced by o. The regularizer, which ensures
the monotonic correlation, can be incorporated into
the feature learning loss given in Eq. (3.2). This ad-
dition strengthens the training objective by encourag-
ing the desired monotonic behavior in the time-varying
features. Building upon the monotonically regularized
time-varying features, we further introduce a seniority-
level constraint to enforce the logical ordering between
the recommended helpers and seekers. That is, at the
same time t, each dimension of the helpers must be
larger than each dimension of the corresponding seek-
ers. This constraint between the pairs seeker p and the
helper q is formulated as: [zp,t]i < [zq,t]i , where [zp,t]i,
[zq,t]i denote the i-th entry of the time-varying features
for seeker and helper, respectively. A computable form
of this constraint can be written as:

(3.6) Lcons =
∑

{p,q}∈S

∑
i

([zp,t]i − [zq,t]i)

We put Lcons into Lreg, which is used to train
the model together. By enforcing the time-varying
features to monotonically increase with the seniority
level, this constraint ensures that the recommended
helpers possess the necessary capabilities to address the
problems of the seekers.

4 Experiments

Our proposed method, MINT, is evaluated on two real-
world OHC datasets along with four state-of-the-art
comparison methods. Furthermore, we analyze the
trade-off between efficiency and accuracy, providing in-
sights into the balance achieved by our approach. Sen-
sitivity analysis and ablation studies are also performed
to examine the impact of hyperparameters and differ-
ent components of the proposed method. Lastly, a case
study was conducted, highlighting the necessity of the
recommendation for seekers in OHCs.

4.1 Dataset and Data preparation The Breast
Cancer Community is one of the largest OHCs, serv-
ing as a valuable resource for patients to gain disease
knowledge, seek and offer social support, and connect
with others in similar health stages [7]. Patient inter-
actions within the community occur in various threads
consisting of questions and answers. The dataset, cov-
ering 2014 to 2018, captures patients’ evolving health
stages as they engage with different threads over time.
In totoal, this community contains 3, 948 patients, 719
seekers, 3, 827 helpers, and 16, 360 interactions.

The Bladder Cancer Community, another promi-
nent OHC, focuses on bladder cancer information ex-
change. Its dataset, spanning 2006 to 2021, parallels the
Breast Cancer Community dataset in terms of informa-

tional features. In both cases, we excluded threads with
fewer than ten patient visits and omitted non-helpful
interactions. Patients’ thread visits and interactions
were organized chronologically. In totoal, this commu-
nity contains 296 patients, 189 seekers, 243 helpers, and
9, 867 interactions.

We also filtered out irrelevant replies and identified
helper and seeker roles based on patients’ activities,
such as asking and answering questions and offering
both professional and emotional support. Importantly,
patients’ roles are not static. Initially, early-stage
cancer patients are more likely to be seekers, but over
time or upon recovery, they often transition to helpers.
The datasets were divided into training, validation, and
testing sets at an 80%, 10%, and 10% ratio, respectively.

4.2 Experiment Setup

4.2.1 Comparison methods. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed MINT method, we con-
ducted comparisons with state-of-the-art methods from
three distinct categories. 1) Traditional method: BPR-
MF [20] is a well-established recommendation algorithm
known for its strong performance across various recom-
mendation tasks. 2) Sequential methods: SASRec [11]
has shown promising performance in sequential recom-
mendation tasks, particularly in scenarios where tempo-
ral dependencies and complex patterns are crucial. 3)
Graph-based methods: NGCF [24] and LightGCN [10]
leverage the bipartite graph structure of user-item in-
teractions to learn user and item embeddings, facili-
tating effective recommendations. DGCF [25] seeks to
overcome limitations in traditional methods by explic-
itly modeling and disentangling different aspects of user
preferences and item features, but ignores the temporal
information. GraFRank [21] stands as the pioneering
work in exploring the utilization of GNNs for model-
ing social user-user interactions and recommendations.
It effectively captures expressive user representations
through the integration of multiple feature modalities
and user-user interactions.

4.2.2 Implementation Details. In the MINT
model, we used two LSTMs to encode time-varying fea-
tures and one LSTM coupled with a single-layer per-
ceptron for time-invariant features. The decoder in-
cluded two-layer perceptrons with non-linear transfor-
mations. Patient embeddings were created by concate-
nating visited thread and health stage embeddings into
a 16-dimensional space. The dimensions of both time-
varying features zt and time-invariant features x were
set to 8. A graph layer of 3 was found to yield the
best results. For training, we used a batch size of 256
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Table 1: Experimental results on Breast Cancer Community Dataset and Bladder Cancer Community
Dataset with respect to four evaluation metrics. “N” is the abbreviation of NDCG (Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain), and “H” is the abbreviation of HIT.

Method Breast Cancer Community Dataset Bladder Cancer Community Dataset

N@3 H@3 NG@5 H@5 N@10 H@10 MRR N@3 H@3 N@5 H@5 N@10 H@10 MRR

MF 0.0151 0.0204 0.0177 0.0267 0.0220 0.0402 0.0215 0.1672 0.2110 0.1972 0.2836 0.2345 0.3991 0.1998
SASRec 0.0144 0.0149 0.0162 0.0194 0.0223 0.0388 0.0241 0.2156 0.2604 0.2304 0.2959 0.2400 0.3254 0.2217
NGCF 0.0096 0.0124 0.0113 0.0165 0.0145 0.0264 0.0144 0.1809 0.1298 0.3212 0.1862 0.5274 0.2542 0.1820
LightGCN 0.0139 0.0177 0.0167 0.0245 0.0225 0.0425 0.0220 0.2556 0.3249 0.2941 0.4200 0.3295 0.5272 0.2781
DGCF 0.0132 0.0122 0.0152 0.0138 0.0201 0.0366 0.0149 0.3511 0.2960 0.4383 0.4240 0.5652 0.6329 0.4418
GraFRank 0.0187 0.0248 0.0216 0.0321 0.0267 0.0458 0.0258 0.4618 0.5522 0.4380 0.5881 0.4851 0.6135 0.4467
Ours 0.0244 0.0281 0.0270 0.0345 0.0327 0.0526 0.0278 0.4861 0.5396 0.5120 0.6029 0.5505 0.7194 0.5071

and employed the Adam optimizer with learning rate:
0.001. The hyperparameter λ for BPR-loss was set
at 1, and the smoothing coefficient γ was set at 0.1.
The sensitivity of parameters α and β is discussed in
Sec. 4.5. In comparison, baseline models like BPR-
MF, NGCF, DGCF, LightGCN, and GrafRank were
primarily focused on collaborative filtering and did not
account for patients’ historical activities. To maintain
a fair comparison, we integrated LSTM to capture this
historical information for initial feature representations
in these models. In SASRec, the maximum sequence
length was set to 10, roughly equivalent to the average
number of patient interactions. The model also used
16-dimensional embeddings, a batch size of 256, and
the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001. For
graph-based models, the layer parameter was set to 3,
in line with recommendations in their respective papers.
DGCF’s disentanglement factors were set to 4.

4.2.3 Evaluation Metrics. We adopt Mean Recip-
rocal Rank (MRR), Normalized Discounted Cumula-
tive Gain (NDCG@K), and HIT@K as main evalua-
tion metrics [26]. Specifically, the MRR measures the
rank of the ground truth entity relative to all other
entities. NDCG@K evaluates the relevance of recom-
mended entities based on their positions in the ranking
list, considering the discounted cumulative gain. Lastly,
HIT@K indicates the proportion of correct recommen-
dations within top K positions.

4.3 Results The comprehensive performance eval-
uation of both the compared methods and the pro-
posed method, MINT, is presented in Table 1 for both
datasets. During the validation phase, MINT achieved
the highest performance on the Breast Cancer Com-
munity dataset when the parameters α and β were set
to 0.01 and 0.001, respectively. For the Bladder Cancer
Community dataset, the best performance was obtained
with parameter values of α= 0.001 and β = 0.01. Statis-
tical analysis reveals that the performance improvement
achieved by the proposed method over each compari-
son method is statistically significant at a significance

Table 2: Ablation Study on the two OHC datasets.

Method Breast Cancer Community

NDCG@5 HIT@5 NDCG@10 HIT@10

w/ V 0.0192 0.0274 0.0248 0.0449
w/o S 0.0196 0.0275 0.0253 0.0429
Ours 0.0270 0.0345 0.0327 0.0526

Method Bladder Cancer Community

NDCG@5 HIT@5 NDCG@10 HIT@10

w/ V 0.4971 0.5753 0.5301 0.6735
w/o S 0.5012 0.5793 0.5331 0.6747
Ours 0.5120 0.6029 0.5505 0.7194

level of 5%, except for the prediction results on the on-
line Bladder Cancer Community dataset, where HIT@3
does not show significant improvement.

MINT excels across various evaluation metrics, out-
pacing other methods. Specifically, it shows rela-
tive gains of 17.33% and 9.52% across all metrics for
the Breast Cancer and Bladder Cancer Community
datasets, respectively. NGCF, a graph-based approach,
fares the worst, likely due to the negative impact of
non-linear activation functions and feature transforma-
tion matrices on prediction performance. BPR-MF un-
derperforms compared to LightGCN, highlighting the
benefit of incorporating high-order information. SAS-
Rec outdoes BPR-MF by considering time-serial fea-
tures but falls short of MINT because it lacks a com-
prehensive graph neural network and has a limited fo-
cus on temporal factors. DGCF and GrafRank perform
well by modeling features from various angles, yet they
don’t surpass MINT. GrafRank, despite its attention
mechanisms for capturing diverse content, ranks high-
est among comparison algorithms but still falls behind
MINT. Its limitations are evident in the complex task of
seeker-helper recommendations in OHCs and in its in-
ability to effectively use historical information to inform
patient interactions.

4.4 Ablation Study We further conduct the abla-
tion study to investigate the importance of each com-
ponent of MINT. We present two variants of the pro-
posed MINT: (1) For the first ablated model, instead of
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Figure 3: The sensitivity of parameter α and β for
MINT. When tuning α, β was fixed to 0.001 for Breast
Cancer OHC and 0.01 for Bladder Cancer OHC. When
tuning α, β was fixed to 0.01 for Breast Cancer OHC
and 0.001 for Bladder Cancer OHC.

modeling the time-invariant and time-varying features
of patients, we only learn the time-varying features with
VAE and apply monotonic regularization, noted as w/
V. (2) For the second ablated model, we do not use the
monotonic regularizer and seniority level constraint to
enforce the learning process of time-varying features,
noted as w/o S. Table 2 shows performance metrics
such as NDCG@5, HIT@5, NDCG@10, and HIT@10
for three models in both Breast Cancer and Bladder
Cancer Communities. The results indicate that remov-
ing any components from our proposed MINT model
leads to performance degradation. Using only the VAE
without incorporating time-invariant and time-varying
features fails to capture patients’ intrinsic knowledge,
which is crucial for calculating similarity. While the
w/o S model performs comparably on the Bladder Can-
cer Community dataset, as seen in Table 1, it lacks
a monotonic regularizer and seniority-level constraint.
This limitation makes it difficult to ensure that the rec-
ommended patient is actually equipped to answer the
question, leading to consistent underperformance com-
pared to the default settings.

4.5 Impact of Hyper-parameters In our parame-
ter analysis, we focus on the sensitivity of two key co-
efficients, α and β, and their impact on MINT’s perfor-
mance. The performance metrics used are NDCG@10
and HIT@10, and the results are presented in Fig. 3.
For the Breast Cancer Community dataset, initial set-
tings of β = 0.001 and α = 0.01 show consistent results
across varying parameter values, confirming the model’s
robustness. Similarly, the Bladder Cancer Community
dataset reveals optimal performance when α and β are
individually set to 0.001 and 0.01.The ablation study
in Table 2 underscores the importance of disentangled

ID: 120 ID: 92 ID: 156

Top 2 Top 3

ID: 58

Top 1

Years:     13   
Stages: Recovery
# threads:   361

Years:   2   
Stages: Surgery
# threads:  221

Years:     5   
Stages:   Radical
# threads:   301

Years:     1   
Stages: Diagnosed
# threads:   122

Ground truth

Helper

Figure 4: ‘Years’, ‘Stages’, and ‘#thread’ respectively
represent how long the patient has been on OHC, the
health stage during questioning or answering, and the
number of threads visited.
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Figure 5: The visualization of the seeker and helper
representations under logical seniority orders.

feature learning and seniority-level constraints in the
MINT model. While BPR-Loss is a foundational com-
ponent, these additional features ensure that the model
doesn’t solely focus on similarity measures, but also
considers the hierarchical relationships between seekers
and helpers. This is crucial for real-world applications.
Overall, these added components significantly enhance
the performance and relevance of the MINT approach.

4.6 Case Study MINT not only excels in perfor-
mance but also ensures that recommended helpers are
capable of assisting seekers. Fig. 4 presents a case study
featuring a patient (ID: 58) who joined the OHC a year
ago and is in Diagnosed health stage. MINT success-
fully identifies the best-suited helper (patient ID: 120)
who has recovered from the illness with rich anti-cancer
experience. Thus, he is the most suitable helper with
the highest seniority. In Fig. 5, visualizations of seeker
and helper representations confirm that MINT main-
tains the seniority order between recommended helpers
and seekers, demonstrating the effectiveness in match-
ing appropriate helpers with seekers.

5 Conclusion

To address the critical need for reliable healthcare in-
formation in OHCs, we design a seeker-helper recom-
mender system specifically tailored for OHCs. Un-
like traditional user-item recommendation methods, our
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framework captures the complex social dynamics among
patients and utilizes the diverse data available in OHCs.
The proposed model introduces a Graph-based Disen-
tangled VAE that handles both static and evolving pa-
tient information. We also include a monotonic reg-
ularizer to ensure the stable evolution of time-varying
features. A seniority-level constraint is integrated to
maintain a logical expertise hierarchy among users. By
incorporating these elements, our recommender system
effectively tackles OHC-specific challenges and identifies
experienced helpers to answer seekers’ questions.
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